What Makes Us Different Makes All The Difference

2020 Door Collection
Picking the Right Door Made Easy

When it comes to selecting the right door for your project, we’re with you every step of the way. We pride ourselves on creating doors that match your design vision, make functional sense for your space and fall within your budget.

1. Choose Material:
   - MDF or Wood Species
2. Choose Door Style
3. Choose Door Details:
   - Sticking Profile, Panel Option, Glass Option or Mirror
4. Choose Application:
   - Barn Door, Swing Door or Pair

What is the Right Door for the opening?

We understand the different needs of every door opening. We’ll help you recognize issues of durability for those high traffic areas, considerations of functionality for the given space, and the style demanded by your design and the aesthetics of the environment.
MDF

MDF (Medium Density Fiberboard) is a smart choice for many of your interior door needs. Not only are MDF doors stable, durable and environmentally friendly, but our super-refined MDF doors provide a remarkably smooth finish and outperform natural wood doors for painted applications.

Because of their homogenous construction, MDF doors are more durable and resist warping, cracking and splitting. MDF allows us to build more stable and architecturally correct doors and details.

MDF is an engineered wood product made from recycled and recovered wood fiber. Rest assured, we do not fill our MDF products with cheaper core materials (like many alternatives), and we never use low density fiberboard.

We include a poplar wood edge on both vertical stiles, to increase the screw holding strength of your hinges and locks. We can also put a wood edge in your top rail for barn door applications.

Wood

Interior wood doors can add that extra touch of aesthetic distinction. Your choice of wood will determine such features as texture, grain, knots as well as overall color intent.

Our solid-core, architectural wood doors are durable enough to stay beautiful even under frequent use. You can select various surface materials, including stainable and paintable, to best suit your design vision.

Majority of our door styles can be produced in a variety of wood species.

Wood Species

![Wood Species](image-url)
Door Style

From panel doors to barn doors, the wide selection we offer at Architectural Concepts is sure to match your design vision and bring high-quality craftsmanship to your hospitality space.

Fire-Rated Doors

You can focus on a proper fire protection system and your design vision when selecting one of our fire-rated doors. Most of our door designs are available in fire ratings of 20-, 45-, 60- and 90-minutes. Each are is carefully designed to match any of our non-rated doors, providing you architectural consistency and peace of mind.

Stile & Rail

Our stile and rail doors allow us to craft virtually any style of door, while bringing a high level of craftsmanship and quality to our clients. With meticulous construction and the use of premium materials (that exceed industry standards), our stile and rail doors provide sharper corners, better depth and more stability than other comparable doors.
Panel Doors

The distinctive look of every panel door we manufacture is in the profile. The door profile is defined by the joints where the sticking and panels come together and the styles of each. Fortunately, we offer over 45 combinations of sticking and panel styles, so you can achieve the perfect profile look for your project. If not, we will be happy to help you through the process to create a custom solution.

Each of our panel doors are built with authentic stile-and-rail construction for architecturally correct results. You can choose from diverse panel door styles in configurations from one to nine panels.
Sticking Options

Sticking is the pattern cut into the interior edges of every stile and rail – and is an essential component in your door’s overall design. Stiles and rails are the vertical and horizontal wood pieces that create the frame of a panel door.

Panel Options

We offer various panel styles that work with the sticking to complete the style of your door’s distinctive profile. You can work with our experts to find a profile that is both unique, attractive and matches your planned design aesthetic.
Glass Door Profile Options

Glass Panel Options

Glass panels can often offer your door a visual aesthetic that wood doors cannot accomplish alone. Whether you’re considering tinted or textured glass, or something with a more distinctive look, such as resin panels or cast glass, we can create the style you’re searching for. Consult with our experts to find the perfect balance of natural light and privacy that your project demands.
Standard Glass Options

CLEAR
EUROPEAN ETCHED FIBER
OBSCURE
ANTIQUE
FROSTED
FLUTE LITE NARROW
FLUTE LITE WIDE
FLUTE LITE GROOVE
WHITE LAMI
QUADRA
RAIN
RIPPLE
WHIRL
MIRROR

G100
One Panel (F) Flat Panel
Mirror One Side
Qtr. Walnut
Custom A202
Select Alder with
QR sticking and Rain Glass
Panel Doors With Glass

Our Panel doors provide a stunning look for any interior application, but you can enhance that design by substituting any panel for glass for that added richness. As with any of our doors, you can select from multiple glass, panel and sticking options to create the look and function you need for your space, whether public or private, modern or classic.
3 Panel Doors
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A330  A312  A317  A327  A333  A335
A301  A314  A318  A303  A330
A300  A306  A310  A305  A301
A307  A316  A309  A304  A300
A311  A315  A314  A318  A321
A326  A314
4 Panel Doors
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5 Panel Doors

A500  A503  A506  A508  A509  A510

A501  A507

A502  A504  A505  A513

A511  A514
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6 Panel Doors

A600  A601  A602  A605  A608  A611

A603

A604  A607  A610  A613

A609  A614
Glass Doors

Constructed with old-world craftsmanship, our Glass doors enhance almost any space. Whether you’re designing for an elegant entrance or a more intimate space, our experts can help you select the door type and glass panels that provide just the right balance of natural light, privacy and style.
1&2 Panel Glass Doors

G100  G101  G102  G103
G110  G111  G112  G113
G200  G210
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G301  G302  G310  G400  G401  G450

G304  G314  G411

G305  G420  G421

G306  G316  G430  G431

3&4 Panel Glass Doors
V-Groove Series Profile Options

For the classic look of a plank door, we recommend our V-Groove Series doors. Although built with the solidness of a stile-and-rail construction, each V-Groove door features a precision carved tongue-and-groove that gives the rustic appearance of a plank-style door.

STANDARD V-GROOVE PROFILE
STANDARD V-GROOVE FLUSH PROFILE
BEADED V-GROOVE PROFILE
U-GROOVE FLUSH PROFILE
SQUARE GROOVE FLUSH PROFILE

Custom V100
U-Groove MDF
Our striking louver doors provide not only unique style options, from traditional plantation style to coastal contemporary, but also serve a functional purpose as well, by offering both privacy and the airflow needed for certain rooms and spaces. Our louver panels are available in both vented and false configurations and can be added to most of our panel doors.
Custom Flush Doors

Our flush modern doors offer a sturdy, functional option for certain applications and aesthetic needs. Every one of our flush doors are engineered to resist warping and twisting. You can select from a wide variety of wood species or paint grade MDF to finish out your flush door. Depending on the size, most of our flush doors can be quite heavy. To reduce the weight, you can choose to add a tubular core, which reduces the weight but maintains the structural stability. For extremely large doors, inquire about our aluminum honeycomb construction.

F100
Flush Door Bookmatch in Maple

F100
Walnut Stainless Inlay

1/2” STAINLESS INLAY

SQUARE GROOVE
Custom Flush Doors
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F300  F308  F310  F400  F408

F410  F500  F508  F510

F600  F608  F610  F900
Custom Door Collection

If you can’t find the MDF or wood door you’re searching for in our robust catalog, we would love to create it from scratch, regardless of your unique design or specification need. Send us your sketch of your idea and we will consult with our designers and engineers on how to properly construct the door. The expert crafters at our state-of-the-art manufacturing facility will turn your specific door need into a fully-formed, high-quality reality.